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About the Cover Pictures:

April
The signs are unmistakable: a general stretching, yawning and flexing among the population. Eyes,
glazed for much of the winter now sparkle as if sensing a juicy half-volley, while nostrils, still full of
runs, twitch with expectancy. Over the length and breadth of the country, from park bench to
penthouse, tower block to Tudor mansion, the club cricketer is set to re-emerge. The great awakening,
a new season, is close at hand.
As if to emphasise the end of hibernation, stirrings at grass-roots level appear unusually advanced for
the time of year. Grown men have already been sighted measuring run-up and delivery stride as they
walk purposefully to bus stop and tube station; the more daring, a furtive glance over shoulder, have
taken to perfecting the perfect doosra with an imaginary ball. The Indian Premier League has much to
answer for.
Yes, with fixture card and tea roster newly arrived, the tankard returned to the clubhouse, and the
indiscretions of last August with a pretty visiting scorer all but forgotten, the odyssey, that of a new
campaign, has almost arrived. There only remains the task, now part of the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
Scheme, of locating last season’s kit.
Mercifully, some come immediately to hand. The visor off the club helmet is in the sewing basket, a
valuable aid apparently in the unravelling of wool. As for the helmet itself, look no further than the
potting shed: “ideal for that troublesome hardy annual” is all the wife or girlfriend will offer on the
subject. With the search set to begin in earnest, our cricketer recalls the forgotten resolutions of
September last: of flannels washed, boots whitened and bat oiled.
Confidence, never high in relation to such quests, falters still further - setting off alarm bells at the
World Health Organisation - as a fruitless afternoon reveals nothing more than a yellowing, sweatstained thigh pad, an orphaned sock, and a mildewed batting box of questionable protective quality.
The boots, when eventually located, and after summary eviction of an itinerant rodent (plus
droppings), bear stark reminder of that final game played amid swirling rain and fading autumnal light.
Rock-hard and mud-coated, the answer to a geologist’s prayer, they nevertheless rekindle memories
of that last, heroic, yet ill-fated single.
For the rest of his playing days he will argue there was a run, maybe even two, to be had. That the
umpire’s decision rested on yards as opposed to inches, despite a creditable though despairing dive,
was a product, he protests, not of error, but of rain-smudged spectacles. Club cricketers never suffer
misjudgement, they merely hover (perpetually) between cock-up and catastrophe. The life-and-death
manner of that final, fateful lunge is further illustrated by discovery of pads and flannels that relate
more to Passchendaele than pavilion.
Though clothing proves elusive, the bat is where all bats spend the winter: doing solitary in the
cupboard under the stairs. An inglorious end for such a proud piece of willow. If only he had had time
to sponge off the mud, sand away those tell-tale edges, and tape the last shreds of loyal grip that
refuse still to depart. The grimmest find of all, however, a half-eaten, long-sleeved sweater, is left until
last. No need here to wait for the pathologist; the missing cable stitch eaten and enjoyed (with batting
gloves for dessert) by moth and mutt alike.
Yet not even a day such as this can dull his enthusiasm or dilute the expectancy. Thus with faith sorely
tested, but still intact, he ends the day with a prayer to St Duncan of Fearnley: “Thank you for bringing
me safe, if slightly soiled, through the winter months and for granting me another season.”

Project Front Foot
UK & Europe
Procedures & Protocols
After a lockdown start to 2021, things are beginning to stir on the kit front. We are currently in
discussions with a commercial transport company to get our kit to western Germany and then to
Berlin. Once there it will be sorted and dispatched to clubs and refugee organisations. To this end, the
project basecamp in Berkshire was the hive of activity in early April with volunteers sorting and
repacking donated kit to comply with post-Brexit procedures and protocols. That is the good news.
The bad news is that transporting kit into Europe bears no resemblance to our first delivery to Essen
and the Deutsche Cricket Bund in March 2017. Back then it was a simple roll-on/roll-off ferry trip from
Harwich to the Hook of Holland that was of absolute no interest to border guards. How times have
changed. We now have to have an EORI (Economic Operator Registration and Identification) number
for transporting goods both for the UK and Germany.

We are also required to prepare a Customs Invoice (hence the kit repack) detailing: the items to be
transported, quantity of each, total weight, itemised costs (every item post-Brexit has a value
irrespective of whether it was donated free of charge and/or is not for resale) and the country of
origin. There is also the small matter of Value Added Tax of around 20% to be paid on the total value
of the shipment at the Port of Entry into the European Union. We have been advised that our kit
should not attract any further import duty.
Our shipment for Germany comprises 31 bags, weighing 340 kilos, and containing 739 items from
helmets to pads and everything in between. In a final act of post-Brexit futility, Tim and I shared a
Skype call recently working on valuations for recycled clothing and kit whose only guideline was a
charity shop at best and landfill at worst. Nonsense apart, we are now as far on with this process as
we can be at present. There just remains the small matter of transport from Berkshire to Berlin.

Project Beneficiaries
Shatila Refugee Camp, Beirut
Last summer Project Front Foot made a commitment to provide junior clothing and equipment to
Richard Verity and the Lebanese charity Basmeh & Zeitooneh (smile and olive in Arabic) for their
cricket project - involving two hundred Syrian children between the ages of seven and 15 - at the
Shatila refugee camp in southern Beirut. Four bags of our kit arrived in the Lebanese capital in early
January and were set for distribution once lockdown conditions eased.

In what proved a longer than planned disruption to coaching, the shirts and Kwik Kricket equipment
were not handed over until a few days ago. Thanks to Richard Verity and his dedicated band of coaches
we have pictures of the kit handover; perfect timing for the start of the new season. The balance of
shirts - different colours for different teams - will go to support other cricket hubs in the Bekaa. Once
again, Project Front Foot reaching those kids and communities that others cannot.

Classroom Cricket: Dharavi & Shatila
Eleven years and 2500 miles separate the two groups of youngsters below and yet the images tell the
same story: cricket mad kids soaking up every last drop of information whether through high or lowtech means.

The pictures above date back to November 2009 and the first few weeks of our decade long work with
the Dharavi kids in Mumbai. Unable to use the Gymkhana ground that day we took the kids to the
Reality Gives community centre for a chalkboard session on fielding positions and terminology.
Wind the clock forward to January 2021 and, with a more tech-savvy approach to coaching, Richard
Verity is pictured with the kids from the Shatila refugee camp working on bowling technique. Bombay
to Beirut, but the basics remain the same.

Cricket Germany
The bulk of the clothing and equipment donated in our 2020 appeal will go to support refugee cricket
clubs and projects in and around Germany. While sadly we are no longer able to avail ourselves of the
services of British Airways, our revised plans will mean more kit can get to where it’s needed most.
Once the kit reaches Berlin it will be all systems go to get the clothing and equipment sorted and on
to its destination clubs.

Cricket France
In August we were contacted by Pradeep and Louise
from Northern France. They detailed a newly
formed cricket club in Arras comprising refugees
from Afghanistan and Pakistan and wondered if we
could help on the kit front? During the recent Sort
& Pack exercise, two bags were set aside for Louise
and two for Pradeep’s junior side. The hope is that
just as soon as the Covid travel restrictions ease we
will look to get the kit to France as soon as possible.

Project Rewind
In February and March we revisited Mumbai with a series of Facebook posts celebrating an eleventh
and penultimate project visit to Mumbai three years ago. The memories are still very fresh and
represent a classic period in the life and times of Project Front Foot. While unable to recreate the heat
and dust of a Mumbai weekend, the images touch upon the helter-skelter life of the city and suburbs.
3 March 2018.
Saturday morning and the roads around Matunga are already close to gridlock. Questionable timing
to transfer our swag of recently purchased kit from warehouse to temple, but needs must and all that.
It takes around ninety minutes and involves one cab, a couple of trips, five huge boxes, six people, and
a lot of sweat! Give or take the odd U-turn, cacophony of horns, and one ever so slightly strained back,
it went off without a hitch. The only downside being that delivery has immediately reduced my living
space by HALF! All the more reason, then, to get the bats and wicket sets out into the community.

11 March 2018.
OK. So here’s the deal. I’m in a cab heading to Santa Cruz East (somewhere I’ve never been), to meet
Mahesh (someone I’ve never met), with a swag of kit (I just about recall), and all this after two days of
little or no sleep (this is getting ridiculous!). So: just a normal Mumbai Sunday morning. The small slum
community could not be more welcoming and are soon stringing up the Kit Aid banner, while the local
MC is already with mic. For one awful sleep addled moment I think I’ve walked into a community
Karaoke. Mercifully, kids and kit soon take centre stage and we’re off and running.

Project Birthday
On the 28 March this year, Mr K Satya Murthy gentleman, scholar, cricketer and good friend to
Project Front Foot - celebrated his 84th birthday.
Although favouring a short run up these days
and limited to leisurely singles and well-timed
boundaries, Satya remains ever keen to
comment on the game in general and the rascal
that is one-day cricket in particular. One of the
game’s academics, and a good friend of the late
Rajan Bala, Satya and I spent many a Mumbai
evening dissecting series, players and
performances. Pictured opposite, Satya (left) is
receiving his Lifetime Achievement Award from
the Indian Gymkhana Club for SIXTY! years’
service as player and administrator in April 2015.
Without Satya’s support it is likely that we would
not have secured the Gymkhana for our work
back in October 2009. So we more than most
have much to celebrate his cricketing life and
times.

Tribute to Tim
In February Project Front Foot lost a good friend and cricketing soulmate: Tim Harding. Tim arrived in
Lincoln in the early 1980s - after completing his studies at London University - to take up a teaching
post in the sports department at Christ’s Hospital School. A rampaging number 8 he quickly made his
mark at the Lincoln Rugby Club where he performed with distinction for the first XV. Having spent the
winter around the broad acres of the Lindum it was only natural that he should join the cricket club
the following spring.
A proud Devonian and talented junior cricketer, Tim represented his county at U19 level. During that
summer the bowling unit acted as net bowlers for a Gloucestershire county championship side that
included Pakistan Test star, Zaheer Abbas. Midway through the session Tim decided to bounce Zaheer.
Barely had the ball left his hand than Zaheer pivoted and hit the ball out of the net, out of the ground
and, in Tim’s own words, “out of the county!” A genuine all-rounder: Tim bowled at a lively medium
pace, batted with courage and panache, and added greatly to Lindum’s fielding with his athleticism.
His enthusiasm and sense of fun was as infectious in the dressing-room as out in the middle and, with
the game over, it was into the clubhouse and then on to pub or party.
Tim’s arrival at the Lindum coincided with a period of unprecedented success with a second South
Lincs & Border (SL&B) title, Albion Cup wins, Sunday League success, and twilight trophies courtesy of
mid-week league and cup competitions. To celebrate the SL&B win the Lindum held a team dinner at
the Flying Pizza in Lincoln’s Bailgate. To encourage dessert sales the restaurant offered a second XXL
profiterole free of charge to anyone who, having consumed a first, was game enough to attempt a
second. Quick to volunteer, his prowess at the tea table legendary, Tim, to the accompaniment of
cheering team members and astonished fellow diners, demolished both in a twinkling.
Supremely fit, his strength and stamina were
tailor-made for the 400 metres hurdles at
college. He later brought these attributes to the
marathon by clocking a hugely impressive 2
hours 50 minutes around the streets of London.
His passion for the outdoors continued with
orienteering, canoeing, triathlons and arguably
his greatest love, climbing. Having already scaled
Mont Blanc, he brought his undoubted talents to
bear in and around the City of Lincoln by
completing the first known ascent of the North
Face of Alfred Lord Tennyson’s statue in the
grounds of Lincoln Cathedral. This was doubly
impressive as it was completed without oxygen
and with only minimal recourse to cans of
Australian lager. He topped this feat the
following year with the solo climb of Newport
Arch at the conclusion of a friend’s stag night.
Always up for a fight, he brought his single-minded approach to sport to his decade long battle with a
brain tumour. Beset in recent years by the debilitating effects of chemotherapy he nevertheless took
every opportunity to exercise, whether long walks around Colwyn Bay or an hour or so on the sports
cycle he’d customised in his garage. Tim fell ill in mid-February and was admitted to St David’s Hospice
in Llandudno. He passed away the following evening. The man may have gone, but goodness the
memories remain. We send our deepest condolences to his wife, Sally, and sons, Matt and Tom.

Front Foot Forum
PFF is looking for anyone heading to France by ferry or the channel tunnel in the coming weeks. We
have four bags of kit waiting to be collected on the other side. If you’re heading that way or know of
others who are then please contact Vic at projectfrontfoot@gmail.com.
The current project focus is on getting our clothing and equipment to Berlin for onward placement
around Germany. Once this has been achieved attention will turn to our 2021 Kit Appeal. As difficult
as it is to plan in these Covid times, contact with players and clubs is likely to be mid-summer with kit
collections planned for early autumn. The kit will then be sorted and packed for onward shipment in
the spring of 2022.
For all the latest Project Front Foot news and information please click on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

Acknowledgements
My thanks for the April post-Brexit kit sort and repack to the usual suspects: Tim, Ron and Fred. A
special laurel and hardy handshake, too, for Tim as he drives ahead with our transportation needs
from Berkshire to Berlin. You can take the man out of administration, but not the administration out
of the man. Thanks, as ever, to the good doctor for her editing skills.

And finally …..
A year ago we highlighted a BBC news story on Coronavirus and its effect on the 1.5 million inhabitants
living in Mumbai’s Dharavi slum. Twelve months on and Mumbai is again reeling from a new surge in
Covid cases. Project Front Foot still has many close friends living in Dharavi and nearby Sion and
Matunga. We can do very little from 4000 miles away other than continue to send our love, thoughts
and prayers.

Vic Mills. Berlin. April 2021.

